MASQUELIER’S ® ORIGINAL OPCs FOR
PROTECTION INSIDE AND OUT – Limited Edition
Beauty Pack

Anthogenol® Anti-Ageing Facial Serum together with Anthogenol® Antioxidant Capsules harness over 50 years of scientific research to provide a
targeted solution for ageing skin and as a cardiovascular protective agent to strengthen capillaries and improve all connective tissue function by
reducing collagen damage. The Anthogenol® range is now available widely in Australia with a limited-edition beauty pack featuring a special offer of a
free full-size serum with any purchase of 30 capsules from anthogenol.com.au. Emily Macgregor, Phytologic Marketing Director says, “For decades
the key ingredient found in the Anthogenol® range, Masquelier’s® ORIGINAL OPCs, has been used worldwide and is scientifically proven to fight free
radicals, whilst protecting and strengthening collagen and improving skin texture, hydration and pigmentation. “A daily routine of the oral capsules
together with the topical serum make the most powerful anti-ageing combination for a youthful, glowing complexion and antioxidant support deep
within the body,” said Emily. Anthogenol® Anti-Ageing Facial Serum is a silky fast-absorbed gel that gives a layer of antioxidant protection as we go
about our day exposed to oxidation via pollution, sun rays and stress. - Clinically proven active ingredient MASQUELIER’s® Original OPCs. Powerful antioxidant action to help skin recover faster from free radical damage. - Protects collagen and elastin in the skin. - Helps maintain healthy
skin following exposure to UV rays. - Helps reduce signs of skin ageing such as fine lines, wrinkles or pigmentation. - Made in Australia from
vegan-friendly ingredients and not tested on animals. - Contains premium grade natural essential oils. - Free from synthetic fragrances, artificial
colours, parabens, silicones and harsh detergents. Anthogenol® Antioxidant Capsules contain antioxidants clinically-proven to protect and maintain
the health of capillaries by strengthening capillary walls and supporting microcirculation. - Protects the skin against the breakdown of collagen and
elastin. - Helps combat the visible signs of oxidative stress to skin. - Provides powerful antioxidant action to support healthy circulation, the
cardiovascular system, and hair, skin and nails. - MASQUELIER’S® Original OPCs can help reduce inflammation and associated tissue damage.
- Supports a healthy circulatory system. - May help reduce the symptoms of leg pain, heaviness and fluid retention in conditions such as varicose
veins. - Helps to protect against the breakdown of skin collagen and support healthy skin thickness, hydration and plumpness. All products in the
Anthogenol® range are cruelty-free, totally natural, suitable for all skin types and 100% made in Australia. Anthogenol® Limited Edition Beauty Pack
RRP $86.96 from: www.anthogenol.com.au
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